
 

 

Pentucket   Regional   School   District  
                 Strategic   Plan   2019-2022  

MISSION:  
The   Pentucket   Regional   School   District   seeks   to   inspire   its   students   with   a   love   of   learning   and   to   enable   them   to   develop   their   academic  
potential   and   individual   talents   in   an   atmosphere   that   cultivates   independent   thinking.    We   will   prepare   our   students   to   develop   respect   for  
others   and   to   be   responsible   citizens   of   a   global   society.  
 
VISION:   
We   envision   a   School   District...  

● where   students   will   be   engaged   in   instructional   programs   that   will   develop   their   communication   skills,   critical   thinking   skills,  
productive   utilization   of   technology,   creativity,   and   ability   to   work   cooperatively   and   independently  

● where   students   are   motivated   to   learn   and   excited   about   learning.  
● which   provides   both   curricular   and   co-curricular   activities   that   will   challenge   all   students.  
● where   teachers   have   a   command   of   content   knowledge,   make   use   of   appropriate   strategies   and   methodologies,   and   serve   as  

important   role   models   for   students.  
● with   a   caring   and   committed   faculty   and   staff   who   will   be   continuously   engaged   in   learning   and   developing   their   skills.  
● where   parents   realize   the   vital   role   they   play   in   the   education   of   their   children   and   work   cooperatively   with   their   children's  

teachers   and   administrators.  
● where   instructional   programs   and   services   reflect   the   learning   needs   of   individual   students.  
● where   learning   objectives   are   clearly   defined   and   a   comprehensive   system   of   assessing   student   progress   is   in   place.  
● where   all   its   members   feel   valued,   cared   for,   and   safe.  
● where   facilities   and   instructional   materials   are   of   high   quality,   are   well   maintained,   and   are   conducive   to   learning.  

THEORY   OF   ACTION:    IF   we   provide   stakeholders   with   positive   school   cultures   where   the   focus   is   on   the   students   and   the   learning  
process;   where   effective   communication   is   a   priority;   where   buildings   are   in   excellent   working   function;   where   stakeholders   know   their  
roles   and   responsibilities;   and   where   teachers,   administrators,   and   support   staff   collaboratively   review   data   and   use   the   data   to   make  
informed   decisions,   THEN   our   Pentucket   Regional   Schools   will   be   providing   an   optimal   learning   environment   for   our   children   where   they  
consistently   experience   positive   interactions   with   the   professionals   in   our   system   who   will   be   providing   them   with   the   critical   skills  
necessary   for   our   children   to   be   prepared   for   whatever   jobs   or   fields   they   are   interested   in   pursuing   while,   at   the   same   time,   understanding  
the   importance   of   giving   back   to   their   community.  
 

Objectives  Priorities  

1. School   Culture   &  
Communication:   

 
Students   and   employees   will   collectively  
feel   that   the   school   building   and   entire  
school   district   is   a   supportive   microcosm  
of   the   community   where   they   feel  
respected,   challenged,   and   celebrated.  
Similarly,   all   stakeholders   will   feel   that  
this   culture   is   founded   on   a   consistent  
two-way   approach   where   they   are   kept  
informed   about   academics,   activities,  
and   opportunities.  

1.1 Frequent   communications   between   the   school/classroom   and   home   with   updates   on  
student   academic   progress,   extracurricular   opportunities,   and   support   opportunities.  

 
1.2 Roles   and   responsibilities   for   all   personnel   are   clearly   defined   and   understood   by   all  

stakeholders.  
 
1.3 Each   person   in   the   building   has   a   voice   that   is   listened   to   and   respected.    Community  

feedback   is   also   valued   and   utilized   to   improve   school   culture   and   communication.  
 
1.4             Accomplishments   of   students   and   staff   are   recognized   and   celebrated   by   their   peers,  

administration,   School   Committee,   parents,   and   community.  
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2.   Curriculum,   Data,   &  
Support:   
 
PRSD   will   ensure   that   all   students   are  
part   of   a   creative   and   rigorous   academic  
program   that   is   developed,   delivered,  
and   altered   based   on   data.    Students   and  
staff   will   have   the   support   they   need   in  
order   to   be   successful.  

2.1 Recruit,   develop,   and   support   PRSD   teachers   &   administrators.  
 
2.2 All   students   will   have   access   to   high   quality   educational   experiences   that   incorporate  

technology   in   order   to   maximize   learning   opportunities.  
 
2.3 Assessment   data   (formative   and   summative)   will   be   consistently   utilized   to   determine  

the   most   impactful   curriculum   development   and   delivery   approaches.  
 
2.4 All   students   and   all   staff   will   have   access   to   the   peer,   collaborative,   and   professional  
                support   they   need   in   order   to   be   successful.   
 

3.    Protocols   &   Procedures:   
 
PRSD   will   establish   and   document  
defined   protocols   and   procedures   that  
will   enable   all   employees   to   work  
efficiently   and,   as   a   result,   increase   the  
time   spent   focusing   on   student   learning.  

3.1 A   Chain   of   Command   for   the   district   is   established   in   such   a   way   that   stakeholders  
either   know   who   to   contact,   or   are   easily   able   to   find   out   who   to   contact.  

 
3.2 Development   of   clear   procedures   for   students,   parents,   and   employees   to   follow   (e.g.  

safety,   conduct,   leave,   benefits,   hiring,   etc.)   that   are   consistent   across   the   district.  
 
3.3             Employ   effective   and   efficient   business   and   management   systems   in   finance,  

transportation,   maintenance,   child   nutrition,   human   resources,   and   technology  
services.  

 
3.4             Review,   revise,   and   consistently   practice   all   safety   procedures.  
 

4.    Facilities   &   Building  
Project:    
 
PRSD   will   continue   to   work   closely  
with   the   MSBA,   Architect,  
Construction   Manager,   Building  
Committee,   and   School   Committee  
to   ensure   that   the   design   and   building  
of   the   new   7-12   facility   meets   the  
educational   programming   required  
by   our   students.    Additionally,   PRSD  
will   continue   to   monitor   and   address  
current   structures   so   that   the   physical  
condition   of   the   buildings   promote   a  
positive   learning   environment   and  
school   culture.   

4.1 Address   infrastructure   issues   in   each   school   building.  
 
4.2 Purposefully   allocate   resources   so   that   the   educational   program   funding   for   the   new  

building   ensures   the   optimal   learning   environment   for   students.  
 
4.3 Each   Pentucket   Town   is   informed   of   building   status   and   receives   a   prioritized   list   of  

capital   projects   necessary   to   keep   their   building   it   optimal   conditions   for   student  
learning.  
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